Affordable Quality Control
www.QualityEssentialsSuite.com

Is it time for a Digital
Quality Management
Solution?
Is the constant management of paper records and spreadsheets to
support your Quality Department wearing you down?
Are you frustrated that your legacy systems don't adequately meet
the requirements of today's customers?
Does thinking about upcoming audits make you uncomfortable?
Will consolidating multiple legacy systems into a single platform to
gain efficiency not happen because you lack the right technology?
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QUALITY ESSENTIALS SUITE:

Plan. Collect. Analyze. Repeat.
We built Quality Essentials Suite to deliver a comprehensive set of tools that will
support your Quality Assurance and Quality Control data collection and management
needs. We developed our application to run on a SQL database so you can achieve
secure, shareable and repeatable presentation of your data, accessible in a variety of
formats, to meet your internal and external requirements.
You can expect to improve accuracy, efficiency and audit-readiness by moving all
your tasking onto a single, affordable, unified quality platform. We will enable you
to capitalize on the power of your data to automate decision-making and alert you
to issues and trends requiring attention. Our software also creates opportunities
for improved collaboration, inside and outside the organization, without incurring
additional costs. You'll be able to successfully step away from problems and
challenges that are consuming your resources and into a more efficient future.

IN SHORT: Quality Essentials Suite provides an affordable quality
management software solution that supports organization-wide
participation in the quality plan.
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Why QES is so different from the legacy products
you've been using (or discarded)?

Our goal is enterprise
functionality without
enterprise cost
We can achieve that by providing an affordable digital QMS that
eliminates unnecessary tasking while securely enabling across the
organization data sharing to maximize productivity and provide real
time data for decision making.

AFFORDABLE
Our solution is licensed per database, not
per user. This means you can have as many
concurrent users accessing the software as
needed to efficiently support your processes.
You build the most efficient processes around
the inspecting and data entry resources you
have and avoid concerns about cost increases as
team size or functional requirements change.

DIY AUTOMATION
Get all the value you can from your QA and
QC data by catching potential issues early
and reducing the need for manual monitoring
and tasking. You program real-time alerts for
out-of-tolerance results and other procedural
events and don't have to wait for IT resources to
become available.

EFFICIENT
IMPLEMENTATION
Complete your implementation successfully with
our help. We use a formal methodology to help
your team develop needed skills and we provide
remote learning and project management
support.

DIGITAL SOLUTION
Seamlessly move from QA and QC data
collection to analytical and reporting tasks
across the total enterprise without interruption
and time delays. Give all users access to the
exact data they need, when they need it,
without the overhead of copying, emailing and
duplicating records.

LOW OVERHEAD
Lower costs mean more flexibility. Our small
footprint solution delivers functionality for the
operational tasks of the quality department.
This means that while we support the many
repetitive tasks of quality, like collecting test
results, defining specifications and providing
analytics we also provide easy to use tools so
you can customize forms, reports and charts to
your exact needs.
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What configuration is right for you?
We offer our solutions in three easy
configurations

BUILD

FUSION

DATA COLLECTION

The Build level is our introductory offering and will support your
data collection and Certificate of Analysis needs with ease.

Inspections, Tests, Defects, Items at
Production, Receiving, Shipping, Lab

When you are ready to automate tasking, the Advanaced Level
will help you gain additional efficency and productivity.

REPORTING

If controlling document flow for tasks like non-conformances,
corrective actions and root cause analysis is your goal, then our
Fusion level is for you.

ADVANCED

Designer, Certificate of Analysis,
Item Specifications, Excel Exports

ANALYTICS
Charts, Graphics, Std. Deviation, Trendline

AUTOMATED INTELLIGENCE

Affordable
Pricing per
Database
(not per user!)

Our software is licensed per database, as
opposed to per user. This means, you can
have as many concurrent users accessing
the product as needed to efficiently support
your processes. This eliminates concerns
about cost increases as team size grows.

Import Data, Email Alerts, Collaborate

IMPROVEMENT MANAGEMENT
Non-Conformance, Corrective Action,
Root Cause, Deviations
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What Kinds of Businesses
Use Quality Essentials Suite?

Distribution
Manufacturing
Food Processing
Chemical
Plastics
Life Science
Supplements

If your team is being overwhelmed with tasks like these in the
Quality Department, give us a call. We would love to help.

Vendor Qualification
Receiving Inspection
Skip Lots Processing
Microbial Testing
Certificates of Analysis Generation
In-line Inspections
Sampling
First Article
Equipment Calibration
Vendor Scorecard
Remote Site Audits
HACCP (Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points)
Outsource Laboratory Tracking
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CALL NOW FOR YOUR

FREE 60 Minute
Product Fit Analysis!
Call now and let one of our product fit experts help you decide if our
solution is right for your needs.

Ready to see us in action?
Request a free demo today and in a short 20-minute conversation you
can learn more about how you can stop worrying about the issues in
your quality management systems and affordably gain greater control
of necessary tasks.
Sales			 sales@qualityessentialssuite.com
				
+1 866 949-9504, ext 811
Support		 support@qualityessentialssuite.com
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